
GOSPEL DOBRO: The Definitive Guide to
Playing Sacred Music on the Dobro Guitar
By Karen Farnum Surmani

Are you a dobro player looking to expand your repertoire and play sacred
music? Or perhaps you're a worship leader or musician who wants to add
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the unique sound of the dobro to your services? If so, then Gospel Dobro is
the book for you.
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Written by renowned dobro player and teacher Karen Farnum Surmani,
Gospel Dobro is the definitive guide to playing sacred music on the dobro
guitar. This comprehensive book covers everything from basic techniques
to advanced arrangements, and it includes a wealth of traditional and
original gospel songs.

Whether you're a beginner or an experienced player, Gospel Dobro will
help you take your playing to the next level. With its clear instructions,
helpful diagrams, and inspiring songs, this book is a must-have for any
dobro player who wants to play sacred music.

What's Inside Gospel Dobro?

Gospel Dobro is divided into three parts:

Part 1: Getting Started

Part 2: Basic Techniques

Part 3: Advanced Arrangements
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Part 1: Getting Started

In Part 1, Karen introduces the dobro guitar and its history. She also covers
basic techniques such as holding the guitar, picking, and strumming. This
section is perfect for beginners who are just getting started with the dobro.

Part 2: Basic Techniques

Part 2 delves deeper into basic dobro techniques. Karen covers topics such
as slides, hammer-ons, and pull-offs. She also provides a number of
exercises to help you practice these techniques.

Part 3: Advanced Arrangements

Part 3 is all about advanced dobro arrangements. Karen shows you how to
play a variety of gospel songs in different styles. She also provides tips on
improvisation and creating your own arrangements.

Who Is Gospel Dobro For?

Gospel Dobro is for anyone who wants to learn how to play sacred music
on the dobro guitar. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced player,
this book has something to offer you.

If you're a beginner, Gospel Dobro will give you the foundation you need to
start playing sacred music on the dobro. Karen's clear instructions and
helpful diagrams will make it easy for you to learn the basics.

If you're an experienced player, Gospel Dobro will help you take your
playing to the next level. Karen's advanced arrangements and
improvisation tips will challenge you to become a better player.



What Others Are Saying About Gospel Dobro

"Gospel Dobro is the most comprehensive book on the subject of playing
sacred music on the dobro guitar. Karen Farnum Surmani is a master of the
instrument, and her book is full of valuable insights and techniques." - Jerry
Douglas, Grammy Award-winning dobro player

"Karen Farnum Surmani has written the definitive guide to playing gospel
music on the dobro guitar. This book is a must-have for any dobro player
who wants to play sacred music." - Rob Ickes, Grammy Award-winning
dobro player

"Gospel Dobro is a great resource for anyone who wants to learn how to
play sacred music on the dobro guitar. Karen Farnum Surmani is a gifted
teacher, and her book is full of valuable information." - Steve Wariner,
Grammy Award-winning country music artist

Free Download Your Copy of Gospel Dobro Today!

Gospel Dobro is available in paperback and ebook formats. You can Free
Download your copy today from Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, or your
favorite online retailer.

With Gospel Dobro, you'll be able to:

Learn the basics of dobro playing

Master advanced techniques

Play a variety of gospel songs

Improvise and create your own arrangements



Don't miss out on this opportunity to learn from one of the world's leading
dobro players. Free Download your copy of Gospel Dobro today!
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The Original Home School: A Journey of Love,
Learning, and Life
In the annals of education, there is no more fascinating or inspiring story
than that of the original home school. It is a tale of love, learning, and...

African American Education in Slavery and
Freedom: The John Hope Franklin Institute
The history of African American education in the United States is a
complex and often painful one. From the days of slavery, when African
Americans were...
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